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Introduction
This manual explains how you can use the GeoDMS software in combination with a model
configuration developed by us to geocode datasets on your own computer, locally, using the
the Dutch Basic Administration of Addresses and Buildings (BAG).
The BAG is a database with actual and historic information about addresses and buildings. It
is very useful for lots of purposes (e.g. geocoding, determining building types, calculating
accessibility indicators). It is open data and is available as a set of XML files.
Using the GeoDMS-BAG configuration we developed, you can geocode your own csv-files
with address data on your own local computer. next to the advantages that these local
calculations are much faster than via a web service, especially for large datasets and the fact
that it's for free, you also get lots of meta-information about the geocode-level of your data
(we have included no less than 16 different levels). Both main addresses and secondary
addresses ('nevenadres' in BAG-terminology, relates to an object with multiple entrances), are
included in our BAG-snapshot data.
This manual describes all necessary steps to geocode your own data. If you have any
questions, or you have suggestions for further developing the tooling, feel free to contact us.
Since the configuration is open source, you are free to develop it further by yourself. We
kindly request you to share your developments with the community, so that others may profit
from it as well.

Licensing, citing and referring
The GeoDMS software is available under the following license conditions:
www.objectvision.nl/geodms/software/license-and-disclaimer.
The geocoding configuration is available under GNU-GPL version 3 license, see
www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html for more information.
The included CBS shapefiles with administrative region boundaries of municipalities, quarters
and neighbourhoods (in Dutch the ‘Wijk en buurtkaart’) are available under CC-BY 3.0
license. When the CBS shapefiles are used to visualize area boundaries or data per region, you
are obliged to include the following reference: © Kadaster / Centraal Bureau voor de
Statistiek, 2015.
The shapefile containing NVM-regions has been constructed by Jasper Dekkers from SPINlab
and may be used without referring.
When you use our geocoding configuration to geocode your data and subsequently use this
data in your work, we kindly request you to recognize our work and refer to our geocoding
configuration in the following way:
Dekkers, J.E.C. and Van der Beek, M., Geocoding with the GeoDMS using BAG data.
Making Snapshots from and Geocoding against the Dutch Basic Administration of
Addresses and Buildings (BAG), Vrije Universiteit/Object Vision B.V., Amsterdam,
2016.
Jasper Dekkers and Martin van der Beek
September 2016
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Preparatory steps
Before you continue with this manual, please make sure you have done the following things:
1. Download and install the Geo Data and Model Server (GeoDMS) software (version
7.125 or higher) from the website of Object Vision
(www.objectvision.nl/geodms/software);
2. Choose either the Easy or the Advanced download option:
• Easy download option
With the Easy download option, you download one zip-file containing both the
tool and all the source data. Extract the zip-file to c:/GeoDMS/ and you are ready
to go! Your directory installation on the C-drive now should look like the one
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Directory structure on your local hard drive (C:)

Now, read steps 6 and 7 on the next page and then continue to Section 1 for the
Geocoding.
•

Advanced download option
If you select the Advanced download option, we assume you already have one or
more other GeoDMS model configurations on your computer and you want to be
able to select the directories where you put the tool (ProjDir) and the data
(SourceData) yourself. If you follow this path, carry out steps 3 to 5 as well. After
having extracted the zip-files, you will have to adjust some path names in
Bron.dms, Geocode.dms and MakeSNapshot.dms. We assume you know how to
do this.
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3. Download the BAG-configuration from the website and extract it to a configuration
directory. We suggest you use c:/GeoDMS/ProjDIR/BAG_public/cfg for that;
4. Download CBS and NVM source data and extract the contents to SourceData
directories. We suggest you use c:/GeoDMS/SourceData/CBS/2014/ respectively
c:/GeoDMS/SourceData/NVM/2015 for that.
5. Download or create BAG-snapshot-data and administrative area data: Before you can
use the GeoDMS software to geocode your data against the BAG source, two things
need to be taken care of:
1) transforming the BAG XML-files into the native data format of the GeoDMS and
2) taking a snapshot of the BAG, i.e. an image of the BAG of a certain date.
For your convenience, we have already taken these steps for you and have made
available for download a BAG-snapshot on our website. We have also included some
administrative area data already in the configuration, i.e. the CBS municipalities,
quarters and neighbourhoods plus the NVM housing market region areas.
You can copy the snapshot data (dated 1 January 2016, or 20160101 in GeoDMS
format) into the data directory, then forget about the two steps described in sections
2A and 2B of this manual and immediately go to the geocoding process (Section 1).
We suggest that you download the BAG-snapshot data and store it in a directory. We
suggest you use c:/GeoDMS/SourceData/BAG_public for that (if you unzip the data in
this directory, your fss-subdirectories will then effectively be stored in
c:/GeoDMS/SourceData/BAG_public/snapshots.ext/20160101).
If, however, you want to create your own BAG-snapshot, for instance a snapshot from
another date, you can follow the steps described in Section 2 (A and B) to do so.
Further steps
6. You can see (and edit) the path names for your SourceDataDir and your LocalData
directory (where the results of your geocoding actions will be written to) via the
GeoDMS GUI, menu-item Tools > Options > Paths (see Figure 2);
7. In the same Options-menu (see, again, Figure 1), you can also link to external
programs, such as an ASCII/Text editor. In our case, we have linked to the Crimson
Editor. You can use the same settings on your own computer. The Crimson Editor can
be downloaded from: www.objectvision.nl/geodms/software/system-requirements.
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Figure 2 - Tools > Options in GeoDMS GUI - setting Paths on your local hard drives
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Section 1 - Geocoding your data with an existing BAG-snapshot
With the Geocode.dms script, a data set in CSV-format containing addresses can be geocoded
using a BAG-snapshot.
1. Open the file Geocode.dms file from the subdirectory %ProjDir%/BAG_public/cfg in an
ASCII/text editor (for example Notepad, Crimson Editor).
2. In the container BAG > impl, under the parameter SnapShotDir (see line 113), set the
correct BAG-snapshot reference by adjusting the date (the date format is yyyymmdd), see
Figure 3. In the next lines in the file you can see that this scripts fetches the address table
(adres.fss) from the snapshotdir and uses it for geocoding purposes.

Figure 3 - SnapshotDir-parameter in Geocode.dms

3. Open the file bron.dms from the subdirectory %ProjDir%/BAG_public/cfg/Geocode in the
ASCII/text editor. Next, in the container TableChopper adjust the file name-parameter
(BestandsNaam, see line 21) so that it contains the name of the source data CSV-file you
need geocoded. We normally put our data in the source data directory under BAG_Public
in a sub-directory called xy_source (%SourceDataDir%/BAG_public/xy_source/).
4. Adjust, if necessary, the field separation character (VeldScheidingsTeken-parameter) that
you use in the CSV-file in bron.dms line 27 (see again Figure 4). By default, this character
is set as comma-separated, but you can also use a semi-colon.

Figure 4 - FileName- and FieldSeparation-parameter in Bron.dms

5. Check in lines 61 to 79 whether the column names for the different address components in
your CSV-file (e.g. street, postcode, housenumber) match with the names of these
components in these rules (data/<ColumnName>). When they do not exactly match,
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either adjust the < ColumnName > in the bron.dms file or adjust the column names in
your CSV-file (the latter option being easier to adjust).
The default address names in the configuration are:
- straat
(street)
- huisnr
(house number)
- huisnr_toev
(house number addition)
- postcode
(zipcode)
- plaats
(place of residence)
6. Start the GeoDMS GUI and activate the item export > bestand (export file, see Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Activate Export > Bestand in GeoDMS GUI

The geocoding process is now executed and a result.csv file will be written in the
LocalData-directory that belongs to your BAG-configuration (in our case:
%LocalData%/bag/Geocode). This file contains exactly the same data as your source data
file, extended with a geocode level indication (ranging from 1 to 16), X- and Ycoordinates (in the RD_new coordinate system), BAG-address fields and some statistics
relating to the geocoding process (e.g. standard deviation in case a coordinate has been
calculated using multiple BAG addresses). the full list of added variables:
- CBS-administrative unit indications from 2014: buurt_code , wijk_code, gemeente_code
- NVM-administrative unit indication from 2014: nvmafd_code
- Geocode level: niveau_code, ranging from the best possible (#1 to only an average
geocode on place of residence (#16).
- Coordinates in RD_New coordinate system: X, Y
- Statistical variables: count, var (variance)
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- BAG-variables: nummeraanduiding_id, bag_postcode, bag_straatnaam,
bag_huisnummer, bag_huisletter, bag_toevoeging, bag_woonplaatsnaam
Next to the Resultaat.csv file, a meta-file (Resultaat_meta.csv, see Figure 6) is created,
containing meta-information about the quality of the geocodes:
- 'code' means the niveau-code variable and tells you what geocode level an observation
has been geocoded on;
- 'omschrijving' describes the geocode level (i.e. indicates what address fields are
incluided in this geocode level);
- 'aantal' gives the number of observations in your data set that have been geocoded on the
different levels;
- 'perc' gives the cumulative percentage of observations)

Figure 6 - Resultaat_meta.csv

As Figure 6 shows, the first 5 geocode-levels more or less give a unique match between an
address from the source data and the BAG. You can see that in the column 'gemiddeld
aantal adressen' which stands for the average number of BAG-addresses used to calculate
a geocode. Often, this is a little bit higher than 1, for instance because of student
dormitories containing multiple address in one building, or elderly homes having the same
issue.
Other result files describe the number of geocoded objects per administrative unit (by
default, CBS neighbourhoods, quarters and municipalities from the year 2014 and NVM
areas are included in the configuration).
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Section 2 - Creating your own BAG-snapshot in two steps
For the two steps depicted below in sections 2A and 2B, two separate GeoDMS scripts are
available:
• Xml2FSS.dms: Processes the set of BAG XML files, resulting in an FSS file for each
BAG object type. FSS is the internal binary native format used by the GeoDMS to make
fast calculations.
The BAG and the resulting set of FSS files contain history. The identifications per object
type therefore do not have to be unique (i.e. one address can be listed multiple times, for
instance because an old building has been demolished at that address and a new building
has been erected);
• MakeSnapshot.dms: Makes a snapshot of the BAG FSS files for a specific moment in
time. In this set, the identification per object type is unique. In the snapshot process the
addresses table (derived from multiple other tables in the BAG) used for geocoding is
constructed. Also other attributes are calculated for the snapshot data (not geocodingrelated).

2A) XML2FSS
1. Open the BAG XML-file which you can download from
http://geodata.nationaalgeoregister.nl/inspireadressen/atom/inspireadressen.xml.
The XML file contains a reference to the zip-file with the BAG data, the download size
and the update date. Download the referred zip-file into a directory of your choice.
2. The downloaded zip-file contains a zip file per BAG object type. Extract all these files
(their names contains the following abbreviations: LIG, NUM, OPR, PND, STA, VBO,
WPL) and put them into one so-called XML folder, so without subdirectories. As a
naming convention for the directory, we advise
%SourceDataDir%/BAG_public/%date%/NGR, in which:
• %SourceDataDir% is the GeoDMS placeholder for the physical path of your
SourceData directory on your computer. You can see (and edit) this path name via
the GeoDMS GUI, menu-item Tools > Options > Paths;
• %date% is the date of the downloaded BAG (i.e. the update date from the
inspireadressen.xml file), with the date convention yyyymmdd.
3. Open the GeoDMS-file Xml2FSS.dms in an ASCII/text editor (e.g. Notepad, Crimson
Editor). If you have followed the naming conventions mentioned under step 2, then only
adjust the item date (line number 27, see Figure 7) so that it matches the date of the
downloaded BAG-XML. If you have not followed the exact naming convention, then
also adjust the XmlDir in rule 28. Save your adjustments.

Figure 7 - Date-parameter in Xml2FSS.dms
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4. Start the GeoDMSGUI (version 7.125 or higher is required) and activate the item
MaakFSSBestanden (for example by double-clicking the item). The results will now be
written on your hard drive into an FSS.new subfolder.
5. When the writing of resulting data is done, close the GeoDMS and rename the folder
from FSS.new to FSS so that it can be used as a base data set to create snapshots. The
FSS folder also contains a log file overzichten.txt. This file lists the number of processed
files and objects per BAG object.

2B) MakeSnapshot.dms
With this script, one or more images/copies of a certain date (so-called snapshots) can be
generated from the base data set that you created with Xml2FSS.dms.
1. Open the file MakeSnapshot.dms in an ASCII/text editor (e.g. Notepad, Crimson Editor).
In the container snapshot_yyyymmdd (see line 50), adjust the date to the date from which
you want to take a snapshot (Figure 8). This date, logically, should be less recent than the
date of the BAG-XML file you have processed into FSS-files in the previous step.

Figure 8 - container snapshot_date in MakeSnapshot.dms

2. The FSSDir-item (line 46 in Figure 8) should refer to the FSS folder that contains your
FSS data created using Xml2FSS.dms. Observe that yyyymmdd is in the folder name.
3. Start the GeoDMS GUI and activate the item snapshot_%shapshotdate% >
MaakVolledigeSnapshot (for example by double-clicking the item) or, if you only are
interested in an address table, activate the item MaakAdressenTabel instead. You will see
that the variable %shapshotdate% shows the date you have chosen in step 1.
For geocoding purposes, create an address table only will suffice.
The GeoDMS will now write output data in a folder called
%SourceDataDir%/BAG_public/snapshots.ext/%date%.new (ext is added to the name
because new information is added to the BAG-source data). Depending on your choice
(full snapshot versus address table only), there will be more or less FSS-directories and –
files.
4. When the writing of data in step 3 is done, close the GeoDMS and then adjust the name of
the shapshot.ext-subdirectory from date%.new in %date%. This snapshot data is now
ready to be used for, for instance, geocoding purposes.
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